
Do you feel left 
behind when it comes 
to the latest Apps that 
your children are 
using?



My kids know more about the internet 
than I do…..



Years to reach 50 million users



There are lots of positives…



BUT technology can affect children’s 
development….
- Sleep cycles are affected by blue light from screens 

- Screen-based entertainment increases central nervous system arousal 

- Millennials are more forgetful than OAP’s 

- One study found that the more distracted you are the less able you are to experience 
empathy 



Positive action can limit risks becoming 
harmful
5 top tips!



Inappropriate content



Dealing with inappropriate CONTENT

What to talk about 

They can come to you if they see anything that upsets them 

Top tips / tools to use 

• Parental controls on home broadband 

• Content lock on mobile networks 

• Safe search on Google (& other browsers) & YouTube; child –friendly search engines 



Inappropriate CONTACT



Video

Jigsaw 8-10s, Film (teachertube.com)

https://www.teachertube.com/videos/jigsaw-8-10s-147297


 Dealing with 
inappropriate 
CONTACT

What to talk about 

Sometimes people hide behind fake profiles for dishonest reasons 

Agree how they will respond to requests from people they don’t know in real life 

Never ever to meet up with anyone they don’t know in real life 

Top tips / tools to use 

Set up safe social media profiles that don’t share personal information 

Turn off geo location settings on devices 

Use the strongest privacy settings on social media 

Learn how to report / block/ mute 



Inappropriate CONDUCT



Dealing with 
inappropriate 
CONDUCT

What to talk about 

Talk to a trusted adult if they experience anything upsetting online 

Think carefully about sharing images of others 

Be responsible online, remembering they are creating their own digital footprint 

Top tips / tools to use 

Report inappropriate posts/content to the social media providers 

Think carefully about using monitoring apps that identify inappropriate behaviour 



What are children taught in school?



In addition, schools embed it across…



Controlling tech time



Controlling tech time



What is the legal age to use each of 
these?



What is the legal age to use each of 
these?
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